
 

 

BOOK:  SUMMIT 1A 

 

Instructions for the listening activities:The audios for the exercises that require them are available 

on the website (www.english.com/summit3e - under “Free Course Resources >  For Students”) 

using the unique access code that comes with each book. 

March, 18th. 

Unit 2, Lesson 1  

Section A – Grammar Spotlight (p.16) 

1. Read the texts while listening to the audio available on the Free Student Resources of the 

Summit website (on the website select Audio > Unit 2 > “1:16 Unit 2, Lesson 1, Pg. 16, Ex. A 

Grammar Spotlight”).  

2. Notice how they talk about different forms of art over different cities. Choose one of these 

cities (or your own hometown), do a little research and write a paragraph (minimum 5 lines) 

about a cultural destination of your choosing in said city (example: a paragraph about the 

Photography Museum in Fortaleza, what are its exhibitions, its importance and its general 

history). 

3. Do a research on the basic plot of one of the plays Amy Chen’s mentioned (Les Misérables 

and The Phantom of the Opera). Record a 1 minute audio describing it (you may write your 

research down and read it while recording). 

 

Section B – Make Personal Comparisons (p.16) 

4.  Follow instructions to write a short comparison of your own taste to those presented in 

Section A, either showing how similar or different they are.  

Section C - Grammar (p.16) 

5. Carefully read the explanation making sure that you understood the use of the Present 

Perfect Continuous and how it’s similar and different from the Present Perfect. 

 

Most times there's really no difference in meaning between the two tenses, but some of them are 

as follows: 

- The present perfect continuous can be used to emphasize the  length of time that has passed. 

The present perfect is generally neutral:  

• They've been waiting for hours! (This emphasizes the length of time). 
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• They've waited for hours. (This doesn't emphasize the length of time). 

- We use 'yet' and 'already' only with the present perfect:  

• Have you read the book yet? 
• She's finished her work already. 

- The present perfect continuous can be used to emphasize that something is temporary:  

• She's been running a lot recently. (She doesn't usually do this).  
• Usually I study at home, but I've been studying in the library for the last week.  

6. Go to “Grammar Booster” on page 126 to review verb tenses (present perfect, simple past, 

past perfect and present perfect continuous); separate them into 2 categories: #1 - tenses 

that indicate finished actions; and #2 - tenses that indicate unfinished actions. 

7. Do the exercises A and B on page 127. 

 

Sections D, E and F – Notice the grammar; Understand the grammar; and Grammar practice 

(p.17) 

8. Follow the instructions of exercises D, E and F and answer them. 

9. Go to page 142 for the “Pronunciation Booster” exercise. Do exercises A and B after listening 

to the audio files (respectively Audio > Unit 2 >6:05 Unit 2, Pronunciation Booster, A Listen 

and practice; and Audio > Unit 2 > 6:06 Unit 2, Pronunciation Booster, B Now practice reading…). 

 

Now You Can – Section A (p.17) 

10.  Do all three sections in the exercise (music, art and theatre) 

 

Extra activities: 

11.  Answer the following questions making sure to explain your answers: 

● Have you been getting enough exercise? 

● What has been happening in the news lately? 

● What have you been doing with your free time recently? 

 

12.  Put the verbs into the correct form (present perfect progressive).  

a. He (work) has been working in this company since 1985.  
b. I (wait)      for you since two o'clock.  
c. Mary (live)      in Germany since 1992.  
d. Why is he so tired? He (play)      tennis for five 

hours.  
e. How long (learn / you)      English?  



f. We (look for)      the motorway for more than an 
hour.  

g. I (live)      without electricity for two weeks.  
h. The film (run / not)      for ten minutes yet, but 

there's a commercial break already.  
i. How long (work / she)      in the garden?  
j. She (not / be)      in the garden for more than an 

hour.  

13.  On the Summit website, go to Activities > Unit 2 >Activity 3: Grammar and Vocabulary for 

some extra practice 

 

March, 23rd. 

Unit 2, Lesson 2 

Section A – Vocabulary (p.18) 

1. Listen to the audio on Audio > Unit 2 > “1:17 Unit 2, Lesson 2, Pg. 18, Ex. A Vocabulary” and 

read the phrases written in the image. Write down synonyms for the words in red and the 

ones presented on the “Also” list. Afterwards, apply the words while writing down phrases 

with them. Suggestion of online synonyms dictionary: https://www.thesaurus.com/.   

Section B - Listen to activate vocabulary (p.18) 

2. Follow the directions and answer questions 1 to 5 paying attention to the audio (Audio > Unit 

2 > “1:18 Unit 2, Lesson 2, Pg. 18, Ex. B Listen to Activate Vocabulary”).  

Section C - Apply the vocabulary (p.18) 

3. Identify how the opinion was introduced in the sentence of the quote. List down other 

expressions of giving an opinion. Then, write a paragraph about singers/bands you don’t like 

using the vocabulary studied in Section A. 

Section D - Grammar (p.18) 

4. Carefully read the explanation making sure that you understood what cleft sentences are  

used for (to emphasise something we want to say) and how they are built (making sure 

the verb beagrees with its complement).  

5. Go to “Grammar Booster” on page 128 to review noun clauses verb tenses  

6. Do the exercises C and D on page 128. 

7. Attentively read the section Grammar for Writing on page 128. 

8. Do exercise E onpage 129. Pay attention to which expression will be used to introduce the 

noun clause in each exercise. For example, on phrase number 1: 

 

That developing countries address the problems caused by global warming is extremely important. 



Rewriting the phrase:  

It is extremely important that developing countries address the problems caused by global 

warming. 

 

9. Do exercise F on page 129. 

 

Section E - Notice the Grammar (p.18) 

10. Do what the exercise proposes and after you have found the sentence, explain what it 

emphasizes. 

 

Section F - Grammar Practice (p.19) 

11. Pay attention to the verbs forms in each item before completing the exercise using the 

correct present or past form of be. 

 

Section G - Pair Work (p.19) 

12. Underline which word or phrase thatWhatwill replace in the sentences. Then, write down 

the statements as clef sentences. 

 

Now You Can – Section A (Conversation Spotlight - p.19) 

13. Look at the photo. Where are these people? What are they doing? Listen to the audio 

(Audio > Unit 2 > “1:19 Unit 2, Lesson 2, Pg. 19, Ex. A Conversation Spotlight”) while 

reading the conversation. 

Now You Can - Section C (Notepadding - pg. 19) 

14. Find an example of a cleft sentence on exercise A and underline it.  

15. List at least 2 bands/singers that you like and make statements about what you like about 

these artists using cleft sentences. List other 2 bands/singers, this time ones that you do 

not enjoy and write cleft sentences about them. 

Extra activities: 

16. On the Summit website, go to Activities > Unit 2 >Activity 4: Grammar and Vocabulary for 

some extra practice 

17. Rearrange the words on the examples below to write cleft sentences in your notebook.  

● most/arriving late/is/annoying/what/I find 

● romantic films/about/hate/are/I/what/clichés/most 

● match/what/ticket/I want/to the/is a 

● sunny/some/we need/weather/is/what 

 

March 25th-  HOLIDAY 



March 30th 

 Unit 2, Lesson 3 

Sections A – Vocabulary (p. 20) 

1. Listen to the audio available on the Summit webpage (Audio > Unit 2 > “1:21 Unit 2, 

Lesson 3, Pg. 20, Ex. A Vocabulary”) while reading the words and their definitions. 

2. Think of the people that you know (friends and family) and write sentences about them 

using the words presented in this section, giving examples of these people’s characters or 

actions that support your choice of word to describe them. 

 

Section B - Reading Warm-up (p.20) 

3. Answer the question proposed and give examples to support your opinion.  

4. What defines a genius person in your opinion? Write down the names of some people 

who are considered geniuses and possible reasons (eg.: their accomplishments) why they 

are considered as such. 

 

Section C - Reading (p.20) 

 

5. Read the text while listening to the audio file available on the website (Audio > Unit 2 > 

“1:22 Unit 2, Lesson 3, Pg. 20, Ex. C Reading”). Underline any words you might not know 

and search for their meaning (suggestion of online dictionary: 

https://dictionary.cambridge.org/pt/ ). 

6. Read the text again and underline information that will help you answer the question in 

the direction line (What effect did Beethoven’s personality have on his life?).  

7. Find specific examples in the text that illustrate the following personality traits: difficult 

personality; eccentric behaviour; egotistical behaviour; and write them down in separate 

columns. 

 

Section D - Infer information (p.20) 

 

8. To infer is to conclude something based on available information and facts. With that in 

mind, try to find the answers for each item. Hint! Focus on paragraphs 1 to answer item 1; 

paragraph 6 to answer items2 and 3; and paragraphs 7 and 1 to answer item 4. 

 

Section E - Identify supporting details (p.21) 

 

9. Scan the article about Beethoven for the personality traits words and circle them. 

Afterwards, follow instructions to answers itens 1 till 8 on your notebook.  

 

Section F - Express and support an opinion (p.21) 

 

10. Read the text once again and write down your answers to the questions presented in this 

section. 



Now You Can - Section A (Frame your ideas - p.21) 

 

11. Follow instructions to rate yourself, then using these ratings write a statement about 

yourself. 

 

Now You can - Section B (Discussion - p.21) 

 

12. Which of the people presented in the photos are you familiar with? Which of the arts does 

each of these people represent? Read their descriptions. 

13. Choose a creative famous person and write their biography. Give vivid examples of this 

person’s positive and negative qualities. Remember: you must write the biography in your 

own words and write down the reference of the website where you found the 

information. 

 

Extra activities: 

14. On the Summit website, go to Activities > Unit 2 >Activity 2: Reading Comprehension for 

some extra practice. 

15. Research the benefits of the arts in people's lives. Look for information about how the creative 

arts can help people. Then respond the questions below: 

 

What is art therapy? How does it help people? 

What is music therapy? How does it help people? 

What kinds of medical illnesses, disorders or problems could benefit from art and music therapy?  

How does a person become an art or music therapist? What kind of experience or personality type is 

needed? Would you make a good art or music therapist? Explain your answer.  

 

April 1st 

 Unit 2, Lesson 4 

Section A - Listening warm-up (p.22) 

1. Based on the research you’ve done as part of the extra activity for the previous class, 

answer the discussion question. 

2. List some everyday situations that could be aided with the arts (eg.: watching a movie on 

Netflix to relax). 

 

Section B – Listen for main ideas (p.22) 

3. Listen to the audio file available on the website (Audio > Unit 2 > “1:23 Unit 2, Lesson 4, 

Pg. 22, Ex. B Listen for Main Ideas”) to answer this section. 

4. Listen to the audio once again to check your answers. 



 

Section C - Listen for supporting information (p.22) 

 

5. Listen to the audio file available on the website (Audio > Unit 2 > “1:24 Unit 2, Lesson 4, 

Pg. 22, Ex. C Listen for Supporting Information”) to answer this section. 

6. Based on what Mark Branch said about music therapy, answer the following questions:  

● How does music affect us emotionally? 

● How does music affect us physically? 

 

Section D - Listen to take notes (p.22) 

7. Listen to the audio file available on the website (Audio > Unit 2 > “1:25 Unit 2, Lesson 4, 

Pg. 22, Ex. D Listen to Take Notes”) to answer this section. 

 

Section E - Apply ideas (p.22) 

 

8. Write down your answers. 

 

Section F - Word study (p.23) 

 

9. Listen to the audio file available on the website (Audio > Unit 2 > “1:26 Unit 2, Lesson 4, 

Pg. 23, Ex. F Word Study”) while reading the words on the “Participial adjectives” square. 

10. Carefully read the explanation. 

11. Choose at least 5 verbs and write examples of phrases using both their present participle 

and their past participle.  

 

Example: depress  

The patient is depressed.  

This book is depressing. 

 

12. Look at the phrases below and identify each as correct or incorrect. If it’s incorrect, 

rewrite it. 

The movie was very entertained. 

I am interested in ancient Egyptian art. 

This music I was listening to was soothed. 

The patient’s response to therapy was not surprising. 

I was pleasing with my new playlist. 

I am annoyed by the artist’s difficult personality. 

 

Section G - Word study practice (p.23) 

 

13. Follow instructions to answer this section. 

 

Now You Can - Section A (Notepadding - p.23) 

 



14. Consider the research you’ve made  on the previous class and write down a summary of 

the benefits the arts can bring with examples. 

 

Extra activities: 

15. On the Summit website, go to Activities > Unit 2 >Activity 1: Listening Comprehension for 

some extra listening practice 

 

 


